This special section examines Isaac Wetzlar's Love Letter, a Yiddish proposal for the improvement of Jewish society, written in 1748/49 in Northern Germany. The articles concentrate on the links between Libes briv and the contours of German Pietism in order to initiate exploration of the complex relationship between Central European Judaism and eighteenth-century Pietism. This largely unrecognized arena of Jewish-Christian encounter is presented as a significant factor in a century that promoted modernity.
1
In 1748/49, Isaac Wetzlar, a well-educated German Jewish merchant from Celle (a town near Hanover), completed Libes briv (Love letter)-a Yiddish treatise in which he addresses his Jewish brothers and sisters with scathing ethical and religious criticism. In this volume, Wetzlar levels grievances towards communal standards that he finds lacking: inadequacies in Jewish education; declining religiosity as exemplified by the neglect of worship; and a sharp critique of communal governance, namely the laxity of its rabbis and the despotism of its lay leadership. In his late fifties or early sixties when composing Libes briv, he traces many of his observations to having visited various Jewish communities during his extensive business travels throughout Central Europe, and he articulates an urgent call for spiritual and social renewal by outlining a concrete, pragmatic proposal for the improvement of Jewish society.
2
The Love Letter is unique among writings that pre-date the Jewish Enlightenment for its scope and content and, especially, its language and provenance as a Yiddish text from northern Germany. Scholars have typically read this work in the context of Jewish ethical literature and as a document from the Early Haskalah (prior to Moses Mendelssohn) while counting its author among the early Maskilim who had begun to advocate for the modernization of Jewish society during the first half of the eighteenth century.
3 This special section examines German Pietism as a previously unexplored, third major point of reference that can inform a more nuanced historical classification of this work.
4
The Christian movement for religious renewal, known as Pietism, which originated within German Protestantism, sparked social reforms across broad strata of European society in the late seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.
5
Scholars of Pietism and, more recently, Jewish Studies have researched the distinct Pietist attitude towards Jews whose most conspicuous manifestation was a concerted missionary campaign; 6 in contrast, studies of the Jewish dimensions of this dynamic remain a desideratum. 7 This trio of articles is dedicated to this much neglected line of inquiry, concentrating on the links between the Celle Love Letter and the contours of German Pietism in order to initiate exploration of the complex relationship between Central European Judaism and eighteenth-century Pietism.
8
In the first study, Marion Aptroot and Jasmina Huber introduce the extant manuscripts of Wetzlar's Libes briv, a work that has a rich manuscript tradition despite never having appeared in print. Drawing on its language and transmission, they offer first insights about this volume's reception. Avraham Siluk then reconstructs the Pietist milieu in which Wetzlar resided-the city of Celle and, more broadly, the electorate of Hanover-and also neighboring regions. On the basis of newly available archival material, he addresses Wetzlar's encounter with the Pietist movement and his personal exchanges with certain missionaries. The concluding paper by Rebekka Voß focuses on Pietist missionizing to Jews as a catalyst that has prompted Wetzlar to write his Libes briv, identifying popular Yiddish "love letters" of Pietist provenance as probable models for his treatise. Isaac Wetzlar's close relationship to contemporary Protestant Pietism, a movement that has hardly been appreciated as a significant let alone the most influential catalyst for his composition, suggests that this phenomenon may have similarly prompted other eighteenth-century Jews who argued for religious renewal and social improvement.
9 It is hardly conceivable that Jews were unaware of the changing currents within Christian society that had been sparked by Pietism, especially as resultant expressions of pious practice were visible in all areas of life 10 and, more so, because Pietist missionaries intensified their outreach to Jews of all social backgrounds. 11 We can safely infer that many European Jews would have evaluated the challenges posed by this new Christian spirituality and responded in complex ways (beyond simply rejecting or adopting conversion). German Pietism should therefore be considered a highly influential eighteenth-century movement for Jews as well as for Christians. In particular, the quest for genuine piety represented a vital, hitherto unrecognized, arena of Jewish-Christian interaction in a century when modernization was being promoted in both societies. Comparative analyses of Wetzlar's Libes briv and similar Jewish proposals for reform against the backdrop of Pietism have the potential to deepen our overall understanding of eighteenth-century Jewish notions of religious renewal, social reform and modernity, on a conceptual historiographical level and as foundations for action of the historical agents.
The case of Isaac Wetzlar demonstrates far more than the presence of parallel concerns in Jewish and Christian societies during an age of religious renewal 12 that, to date, has at best been mentioned in scholarly literature with hints of amorphous and anonymous intellectual encounters. 13 By revealing personal conversations and exchange of books, closer attention to Wetzlar contributes to the empirical documentation of cross-cultural transfers that are too often derived from theories about Jewish-Christian cultural entanglement alone. 14 
